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Abstract—One of the major functions of intelligent robots
such as social or home service robots is to interact with users
in natural language. Moving on from simple conversation or
retrieval of data stored in computer memory, we present a new
Human-Robot Interaction (HRI) system which can understand
and reason over environment around the user and provide
information about it in a natural language. For its intelligent
interaction, we integrated Dynamic Memory Networks (DMN), a
deep learning network for Visual Question Answering (VQA). For
its hardware, we built a robotic head platform with a tablet PC
and a 3 DOF neck. Through an experiment where the user and
the robot had question answering interaction in our customized
environment and in real time, the feasibility our proposed system
was validated, and the effectiveness of deep learning application
in real world as well as a new insight on human robot interaction
was demonstrated.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Going beyond robots doing simple repetitive work, the
research and market for intelligent robots that provide appropriate services by interacting with users are expanding
in the form of social or home-service robots [1]–[4]. For
such a robot, among many other functionalities, it needs
(1) to understand the dynamic environment around the user
and the robot, (2) to provide specific information which the
user asks for, and (3) to deliver the information as well as
to receive the request through natural language. On top of
that, the entire interaction process should be performed in
real time. Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to propose
an integrated interactive system framework that understands
and provides surrounding information upon the user’s request
through natural language.
As deep learning technology continues to evolve, the area
of problems that deep neural networks can solve also continues to enlarge. In the past, Image recognition and text
classification were the representative applications which deep
neural network structures can perform very successfully [5].
However, now it is moving on to more complex tasks which
requires logical reasoning and language understanding. One
example is the Question Answering (QA) task. It is to find an
answer to a given question from input facts. Furthermore, the
Visual Question Answering (VQA) task is to answer questions
from input images and is actively being studied today [6],
[7]. Dynamic Memory Network (DMN) is a deep neural
978-1-5386-1645-1/17/$31.00 ©2017 IEEE

network architecture developed to perform various reasoning
tasks including VQA [8]. DMN can make single word answers
to questions in a natural language based on an input image.
With its unique attention mechanism and episodic memory, it
learns to find right answers from given images and questions.
We applied DMN to a Robotic Head Platform to implement the function described above because understanding the
environment and retrieving information about it in a natural
language can be considered as a form of the VQA task.
By narrowing down the domain of training images to an
environment we want, we could easily train the network to
understand the environment. Then, taking the scene of the
robot’s view as an input image and user’s request as a question,
the robot could provide appropriate information as answer
through DMN. Therefore, we propose to improve the robot’s
cognitive function and introduce a new form of interaction by
integrating the robot with DMN.
In addition, another significance of our research can be
found from different point of view – the perspective of deep
learning research. Most VQA studies focus on improving
accuracy, staying as only algorithm or software in computer.
However, to provide actual interactive services to users, a
physical interaction platform is needed. Hence, by developing
a robotic platform that performs VQA interaction with the
user, we introduced a new application and value of deep
learning technology.
In Section II, DMN is explained in detail with its process
of making answers. The robotic head platform, both hardware
and software, that we built is explained in Section III; integration of the two systems – DMN and the robot – is also
explained in the section. Section IV talks about the experiment
we conducted, and we conclude the paper with discussion and
conclusion in Sections V and VI.
II. DYNAMIC M EMORY N ETWORKS
The Dynamic Memory Network (DMN) is an architecture
with multiple deep neural network modules connected together
for various language and logical tasks. One of its major
applications is visual question answering (VQA) task, which
is to answer questions based on given image input. For VQA,
the system takes an image and a question sentence as inputs
and gives a single word answer as an output. The original
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Lip-syncable face simulator

version of DMN could take texts only. However, recently the
improved version, DMN+, was developed to take visual input
as well as improved QA performance. Thus, throughout this
paper, we refer to DMN+ as DMN. The major strength of
DMN is end-to-end learning: the entire complex architecture
is trained with only the inputs and outputs of the system. This
enables us to easily apply to the real environment and get the
desired results.
DMN model consists of four modules: Input, Question,
Episodic Memory, and Answer modules. The following is
detailed description of each module.

Built-in camera, mic. & speaker
12.3” display

3 DoF neck

A. Question Module
The question module encodes the question text into a
distributed vector representation [9]. First, each word is embedded through GloVe [10]. Then each embedded word of
the question goes into Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [11] at
each time step. An encoded question vector q comes out from
the final hidden state of the network encoder. This q is used
several times throughout the answering process, which will be
described later.
B. Input Module
Input module processes an input image into an input fact
F from which the system will reason and find the answer
[8]. First, local regional visual features are extracted by CNN
model. Here, we used VGG-16 [12]. Then the local features
are connected at the input fusion layer. The input fusion layer
is built with bi-directional GRU. Bi-directional GRU is simply
a combination of forward and backward GRU. Each feature
goes into both forward and backward GRUs, and the hidden
states came out from both GRUs are combined to form the
←
→
input fact F . Since they are connected in both directions,
the system is able to reason with contextual information from
both direction [8].

Fig. 1. Hardware appearance: front side(left) and rear side(right)

←
→
where mt−1 is the previous memory state, fi is an input
fact, and q is the question vector. As the equation shows, it
computes the attention with the inputs through simple softmax
neural network. The network itself is trained among other
modules, which means that the network learns where to focus
on the input through end-to-end training.
With the attention gate, the attention based GRU computes
its hidden state as follows:
hi = git ◦ h̃i + (1 − git ) ◦ hi−1

The final state of the network is used as the contextual vector
ct , which is used for memory update.
2) Memory Update: The memory update mechanism is
implemented with ReLU layer that takes the contextual vector
ct from the attention based GRU, a previous memory state,
and a question as inputs. Thus, the memory state is computed
as follows:
mt = ReLU (W t [mt−1 ; ct ; q] + b)

C. Episodic Memory Module
Episodic memory module is the core part of the system
where actual reasoning happens, so more detailed explanations
with equations are put in this section. It processes the input
fact with its attention mechanism and retrieves the memory
state that contains all the information required to answer the
question. This section introduces two major network models
in the module.
1) Attention based GRU: Attention mechanism is to find
which specific inputs to focus to find answers. The attention
mechanism is implemented as attention based GRU that extracts a contextual vector from the input facts. What is different
from original GRU is that it substitutes attention gate for its
original update gate. The attention gate git is computed as
follows:
←
→
←
→
←
→
←
→
zit = [ fi ◦ q; fi ◦ mt−1 ; | fi − q|; | fi − mt−1 |] (1)
Zit = W (2) tanh (W (1) zit + b(1) ) + b(2)

(2)

exp(Zit )
git = PMi
t
k=1 exp(Zk )

(3)

(4)

(5)

The initial memory state m0 is the question vector q. After
the memory state is updated a few times, the final memory
state should have all the information to answer the question
[8].
D. Answer Module
The answer module generates an answer vector based on
the final memory state mt and the question vector q through
a linear layer with softmax activation. Then the answer vector
a is converted into an actual answer text through GloVe word
table.
III. ROBOTIC H EAD P LATFORM
One of our research contribution is that DMN is implemented in a robotic platform which enables natural interaction
between human and the system. It recognizes the user’s
questions in voice, receives images from the robot’s point of
view, and answers questions with the robot’s voice and lipsyncable face in real time.
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Fig. 2. Integrated system framework

A. Hardware Specification
The robotic platform was designed with a tablet-based head
and a 3 DOF neck for natural communication. Fig. 1 shows the
hardware appearance of the robot. To distribute the computing
power and to increase the interaction speed, a DMN server
which operates the DMN is separately set up, and the server
exchanges data through TCP/IP communication.
The tablet computer for the head has Windows 10 64bits
OS, i5 6th CPU, 8G RAM, and 12.3” 2763x1824 resolution
display with a touchable screen. The device also has various
sensors such as a 5M pixels front camera, a microphone, and
a speaker equipped to interact with environment and users.
For the neck frame, 3 actuators are used for 3 DOF motion:
pen, tilt, and yaw of the robotic head. The actuators are
ROBOTIS MX-64R motors which operate at 15V and have
around 80RPM speed and 80Kg·cm stall torque. For the DMN
server, a desktop computer with Windows 10 64bits OS, i76700K CPU, 16G RAM, and GeForce GTX 1070 Graphics
Card is used.
B. Functional Modules
Following are detailed descriptions of the functional modules of our proposed robotic platform.
1) DMN Server: The DMN server gets images and question
texts from the DMN planner, generates answers in response
to the image and question pairs, and returns the answer back
to the DMN planner.
2) DMN Planner: The DMN planner links the DMN server
and other functional modules and manages them to enable
VQA interaction. When a user’s question is recognized, this
module requests the image manager to send an image to the
DMN server with the question. Also, it transmits the answer
outputs from the DMN server to the TTS manager. More

detailed explanation of this process is given in the section
III-C.
3) Speech Recognizer: It recognizes the user’s voice questions and converts them into text through Google’s speech
recognition API. When it detects the user’s voice exceeding a
certain level, it automatically starts to recognize the voice and
convert it into text.
4) Image Manager: It manages incoming images through
the front camera built in the tablet device. When the DMN
planner requests to save an image, this module sends an image
of the current view to the server and notifies back to the DMN
Planner.
5) TTS Manager: This module converts the robot’s answers
in text into playable audio files using Naver’s text-to-speech
API. The audio files are transferred to the sound player
and played through the speaker. At the same time, the TTS
manager informs the lip-sync module of the start and end of
the audio playback.
6) Lip-sync Module and Face Simulator: The Lip-sync
module periodically changes the mouth of the face simulator
to match the start and end time while the audio file is being
played. The face simulator outputs a 3D modeled face avatar
updating at a period of 10 fps through the tablet display.
7) Motor Controller: This module controls the movement
of the robot’s neck to determine the gaze direction of the
robot. Now, the neck is used only to hold the robot’s gaze
and position during experiment. However, it can later be used
to make various movements such as looking around during
interaction.
C. Integrated System Framework
Fig. 2 depicts how the implemented robot system communicates with a user and the external environment and how the
functional modules are internally connected to facilitate VQA
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Algorithm 1: VQA interaction routine
1
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TABLE I
ACCURACY C OMPARISON

initialization;
question ← null;
while question is empty do
wait for sound input;
if sound > threshold then
question ← SpeechRecognition(sound);
end
end
image ← capture camera image;
save image at the DMN server;
send question to the DMN server;
answer ← AnswerGeneration(question, image);
audio file ← TextToSpeech(answer);
play audio file;
signal to the lip-sync module to start updating the face
simulator;
wait for end of playback;
signal to the lip-sync module to stop updating the face
simulator;
Go to 2;

interaction. Algorithm 1 is the detailed VQA interaction procedure of the integrated system. Basically, the robot receives
the user’s question through the mic and image of environment
through the camera, passes the question and image to the DMN
server, and says the answer received from the server out loud
through the speaker. Moreover, as the robot tells the answer,
its face moves its lip to perform interaction more lively .
IV. E XPERIMENT
The purpose of our experiment is to demonstrate that our
proposed system answers appropriately to the user’s questions
in natural language and in real time. Moreover, it is to demonstrate that our proposed system is well applied to understand
our customized environment.
A. Experiment Settings
To test our robot’s capability as a home service robot, we
set up a kitchen environment as Fig. 3. Here, we aim to test
if the robot can recognize the place as a whole as well as
objects, colors, and positions. The objects in the kitchen are
microwave, refrigerator, shelf, kitchen cabinet, toaster, cups,
etc.
DMN model and the server are implemented in Python
and Tensorflow library. We first trained the network with MS
COCO dataset [13], which is a popular dataset for general
VQA task, in order to equip the model with basic VQA
ability. It has about 200,000 questions with 80,000 images.
For training, we used cross entropy loss function and Adam
optimizer [14], and we trained the model for 10 epochs.
Next, to train the network to understand the kitchen environment, we prepared image, question, and answer triplets
about our kitchen environment as shown in Fig. 4. In order

Training Dataset

Accuracy (%)

MS COCO Only
MS COCO + Customized Environment

38
82

for the network to understand the environment as well as its
objects, colors, and positions, the question types are mostly
as the following: “Where is”, “What color is”, “How many”,
“What is next to”, “What is”, and “Is there a”. For training
dataset, we prepared total 67 questions with 20 images. We
intentionally prepared a small dataset to test if our system can
easily and quickly be applied to the environment we want.
After training the network with MS COCO dataset, we trained
the network in the same way as above with our own kitchen
dataset so that the network can fit more to our environment.
With the completely trained network, we built the fully
integrated robot system to conduct an experiment in an actual
kitchen environment. The robotic head platform is implemented in Windows MFC and Python. We asked 50 questions
in 10 different view points to the robot and tested if the robot
could answer correctly. Moreover, we measured the time that
the robot takes to make answers.
B. Experimental Results
Table I shows the overall experiment results. When trained
with only MS COCO dataset, the model could answer only
38% of the questions of the kitchen dataset correctly. After
training the network with the kitchen dataset, the network
showed 100% accuracy for the same dataset. The bottom
row is the accuracy of actual experiment test in real kitchen
environment. It is the accuracy of the answers for 50 questions
in 10 view points as described in Experiment Settings section.
The robot could answer 82% of the questions correctly.
To answer a question, the robot took about six seconds in
average: one to two seconds for converting speech to text, one
second for taking and sending image to the DMN sever, and
the remaining three to four seconds for generating answers
in DMN server. A video clip of the robot performing VQA
interaction with the user has been uploaded as a supplementary
file.1
The experimental result is discussed and analyzed further
in Section V.
V. D ISCUSSION
Through the experiment, we validated the feasibility of our
approach. In spite of a small customized dataset, our system
could successfully understand the environment and answer the
user’s questions appropriately. The accuracy of the interaction
increased from 38% to 82% after training with an additional
dataset. It shows the strength of our proposed system that it
can be easily applied to the environment we want with only
1 The

video is available at https://goo.gl/fLlfYB
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Fig. 3. Customized Kitchen Environment for Experiment

Fig. 4. Customized Kitchen Dataset Examples

a small additional dataset. In the actual experiment, the user
asked questions which are trained beforehand as well as those
which are not trained. The system could give the right answers
to the trained questions even though the robot’s view were not
exactly same as the trained image, while the system yet could
not answer correctly to the questions which are not trained.
However, this problem could easily be overcome by training
with more various questions. Furthermore, our proposed system could perform full question answering interaction in a
few seconds, which shows the applicability of our integrated
system in a real life situation.
One question that our system could not answer correctly was
“what color is the microwave?” The answer we labeled was
“white”, and the network was trained with it. We assume the
reason is that the microwave has black color on its frontside
so that the attention mechanism of the network could not
recognize it as a white microwave. When training, we gave

the network only the answers and let the network find out
why. Thus, if the network cannot find a spot in images to find
answers, it can lead the network to make wrong answers. It
shows that it is important to create a dataset which the network
can actually understand and logically agree with.
During the experiment, an unexpected problem occurred in
speech recognition. Sometimes, Google’s speech recognition
API misunderstood the user’s speech which resulted in passing
wrong questions to the DMN server. For example, it kept
recognizing “yellow cup” as “Yellow Cab”. However, since the
purpose of the experiment was not to test the performance of
speech recognition API, we did not take the speech recognition
error into account when evaluating the experiment accuracy.
The limitation of our system is that the interaction is limited
to only what DMN is capable of. DMN currently can only
make a single word answer and so can our system because our
system’s natural language processing depends solely on DMN.
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Our next further work is to develop our system to answer in
full sentences so that more natural interaction is possible. We
are also considering allowing the robot to look at the user
while listening to or answering the users questions to further
improve the interaction.
Moreover, we asked questions to the robot based on an
assumption that there are right answers in the robot’s view.
However, there can be cases where the robot cannot find
answers. For example, when the user asks where a cup is, there
can be no cups in the robot’s view. To solve this problem, we
plan to further improve our system to move its neck to look
around and find right answers.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
We have proposed and implemented a new robotic head
system, both hardware and software, which achieves a new
type of Human-Robot VQA Interaction. We integrated the
robotic head platform with DMN so that the robot can provide
appropriate information about the surrounding environment to
a user in a natural language and in real time. The system is
successfully trained to understand our customized environment
with only a small additional dataset. Through running the
integrated robot system in a real environment, the performance
of our proposed interaction was demonstrated that it could
answer most of the user’s questions correctly in only a few
seconds.
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